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A True Success Story

Rachel DyVyldere, 12, is the valedictorian for SAHS’s class
of 2017. She plans to attend Oregon State University where
she will major in biology and minor in Spanish.
BRENDA LOPEZ

Four years, eight semesters, 112
classes, and endless nights of studying
for tests and completing homework.
Seniors are anticipating the end of
their high school career as the clock
ticks down to June 7th, 2017. The
last four years of high school for
the 2017 Senior Class has flown by
at the blink of an eye. Many will
move on to pursue higher education
or find their niche in the work field.
Senior Rachel DeVyldere has a
bright future to be excited about.
DeVyldere has been honored as
this year’s valedictorian with an
outstanding 4.0 GPA (unweighted).
With her hard work ethic and constant
perseverance she has been able to
achieve multitude scholarships and
awards to accompany her title as
the 2017 Valedictorian of South
Albany High School. DeVyldere
has been constantly working hard
since her freshman year, always
taking advanced classes and
looking for the next opportunity
waiting for her with open arms.
“Since the beginning, I’ve been

challenging myself and developing
good
study
habits.
Learning
to read what the expectations
in a class are and doing all the
homework” explains DeVyldere.
In order for DeVyldere to
accomplish all her goals, her
schedule was one for the books,
being a 4.0 student with college level
courses and being a four year tri-sport
athlete playing soccer, basketball,
and track, one is left wondering
how DeVyldere manages her time.
“I took advanced classes as a
freshman and sophomore. I started
taking classes at LBCC as well last
year including math; this year I took
fewer classes at South, but I am
taking physics which is very time
consuming,” continued DeVyldere.
Although DeVyldere could not
have reached this milestone without
support, she states “My parents
and siblings really supported me
by helping with homework and
just everything, being there when I
needed them really helped throughout
the years,” stated DeVyldere.
“I will attend OSU [Oregon
State University] and major in
Biology and minor in Spanish,”

commented
DeVyldere.
Guiding DeVyldere all four years
of her high school career was
counselor Bryce Bennett. “Rachel
is very independent. We only meet/
have met a couple times a year. It has
typically been related to classes for
the next year and or college planning.
The first time we met was freshmen
year, at registration, and that was to
make sure that she was placed on an
‘advanced track,’” Bennett explained.
With Bennett being DeVyldere’s
counselor, one if left wondering if
he could potentially predict who
was in the running for valedictorian
success at the first glance.
“It was pretty evident to me that
Rachel would be a top candidate for
valedictorian that initial meeting her
freshmen year. Rachel has taken more
advanced classes than other students
and has an A in every class that she
is taken. She is definitely deserving
of being the 2017 valedictorian. I
am very happy that it is Rachel not
only from an academic perspective,
but also from a personality
perspective. Rachel is exceptionally
hardworking as well as humble and
kind to others,” Bennett continued.
To potential future valedictorian’s
it would be wise to start planning
and thinking about the pathway to
success throughout high school.
For those striving to be the next
valedictorian, DeVylder has some
advice. “Always remember to
challenge yourselves, but don’t forget
to enjoy high school,” she concluded.
“I would advise underclassmen
to meet with their counselor ASAP.
They will want to take as many AP
classes as possible plus potential
advanced classes at LBCC, if they
are beyond what we offer. They
should also be working with all
of their teachers toward getting
the highest possible grades. The
important thing to remember is that
for valedictorian all that is important
is excellent grades in advanced
classes. However, colleges want the
excellent grades as much as they
want students to be well-rounded,
be involved in several different
school activities and community
service”
concluded
Bennett.

The Greater Albany Public School
district received an allowance of
159 million dollars after the bond on
May 16th passed. The last time the
district had a bond passed was a 55
million dollar one in 2006. With the
introduction of the new bond, about
300 projects will be either upgraded,
improved, remodeled or built. About
$50,000 dollars will be spent on critical facility upgrades. Things such as
plumbing, roofing fixing would go
under this, as well as improvements
to the facilities in the GAPS district.
Without the bond passing, “You end
up putting band aids on things until
you can get a bond passed,” stated
Russ Allen, Director of Business for
the GAPS. Virtually, there is no alternative to bond according to Allen.
“Mostly what you are doing are
using your general fund dollars and
spending less on classrooms, and
more on buildings,” said Allen.
However, that method does not
come nowhere near to what a bond
can do, but in this case, the bond
was passed, deming it unnecessary to touch any of those funds.
New classrooms, as well as other facilities for Oak Grove Elementary is
planned to take place, costing the district about $18 million. However, that
number does not come close to the
cost of the new elementary school the
district plans on constructing in Northeast Albany. The new school with a

planned minimum capacity of 500
students will cost about $36 million.
West Albany High School’s beginning process of the school replacement
will take about $42 million out of the
bond measure. On the list of tasks being built, WAHS is planned to receive
an auditorium for the school use.
South Albany High School comes
behind in many of the projects for
its low demand in money. A auxiliary gymnasium is on SAHS’s short
list of projects under the bond. Apart
from the building the multi purpose
gym, the bond will cover renovations towards the existing theater
at SAHS. When all the projects for
SAHS are added together, it will only
cost the district about $10 million.
For the taxpayers in Albany, they
will be seeing an increase in property tax after the bonds take affect.
According to Allen, taxpayers will
pay $2.35 per thousand for property
value within the first 10 years. Allen
gives the example of someone owning a $200,000 house, they would
need to pay an additional $470 per
year, or $0.64 of an increase from
what they were already paying.
“Half of the bonds sold will ‘mature’ in 10 years and the other half
will mature in 20 years,” stated Allen.
Meaning, when the bonds are put
in effect, they will take X amount of
years to be owed. For example, in 10
years, one half the bond will be paid
off by tax payers dollars. This way,
the taxpayers do not need to pay off
the money as quickly, and as much.

Although Hispanics still today have
the highest dropout rate among
all major racial or ethnic groups,
it reached a record-low of 14% in
2013 compared to 32% in 2000.
School report cards break
down data results in different
categories, including race, ethnicity,
economically-disadvantaged,
disabilities, and talented/gifted. At
SAHS, statistics are divided up the
same way. According to the school,
the statistics are slightly different
in terms of number percentages. As
recorded from data in the Oregon
State
Card,
African-American
graduation statistics for SAHS stand
at 83.3% with eventually 100%
completion and a dropout rate of
0.0%; whereas the Oregon percentage
is 53.3% of graduate who are on
time with a dropout rate of 5.9%. In
comparison with other “like” schools,

the state average overall stands at
68.0% with a dropout rate of 2.7%.
Hispanic/Latino graduation
statistics for SAHS stand at 83.6%
with eventually 91.5% completion
and a dropout rate of 1.2%, whereas
the state’s number is 67.4% with
eventually 74.9% completion and
a dropout rate of 5.3%. The overall
school
comparison
graduation
average percentage is 78.0% with
eventually completion of 82.3%
and a dropout rate of 2.8%. Finally,
white/Caucasian SAHS graduation
statistics stand at 88.5% with
eventually a completion rate of
95.3% of on-time graduates with a
dropout rate of 1.0%, whereas the
Oregon percentage is 76.0% with
completion of 83.8% and a dropout
rate of 3.9%. The overall comparison
with other schools average 81.8%
with completion of 88.9% and a
dropout rate of 2.4%. Data shows
that SAHS’s graduation statistics
are above the state percentage.
SAHS serves a diverse population
of students. Compared with other

schools, SAHS graduation statistics
state, from the Oregon State Report
Card of last year, the overall rate of
females that graduated was 85.0%
eventually with completion of 96.7%
and a dropout rate of 1.5%; whereas
the graduation rate for the entire
state of Oregon says that 77.8%
of all females graduate from high
school eventually with completion
of 84.7% and have a dropout rate
of 3.6%. Higher than the average
school, comparison percentage of
females that graduate standing at
83.7% eventually have completion of
89.8% with a dropout rate of 2.4%.
Male graduation statistics from
SAHS stands at 87.5% with overall
completion of 92.0% and a dropout
rate of 0.6%, while the entire state
of Oregon’s graduation percentage
is 70.1% with an overall completion
rate of 78.8% and a dropout rate of
4.9%. Finally, standing higher than
the state average, graduating teens
are stated to graduate at 77.5%
with overall completion rate of
84.9% and a dropout rate of 2.7%.

OR Graduation Statistics
AUTUMN VANDEHEY

“Graduation is not the
end; it’s the beginning,” said
Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah.
The Oregonian reported Oregon’s
high school graduation rates for
2016; according to their data, South
Albany High School’s class of 2016
had 325 seniors that graduated, a
percentage of 83% on-time graduates,
and 34 students who dropped out.
That same year, West Albany High
School’s class of 2016 had 318
seniors who graduated, a percentage
of 92% on-time graduates, and
eight students who dropped out.
Research from DoSomething.org
states, “About 25% of high school
freshmen fail to graduate from high
school on time. The United States,
which has had some of the highest

graduation rates of any developed
country, now ranked 22nd out
of 27 developed countries. The
dropout rate has fallen 3% from
1990 to 2013 (12.1% to 7.4%).”
More U.S. students are staying in
school, according to newly-released
data from the Census Bureau, as
the national dropout rate reached
a record low last year. Just seven
percent of the nation’s 18-to-24 yearolds had dropped out of high school,
continuing to steadily decline in the
nation’s dropout rate since 2000
when 12% of youth were dropouts.
Hispanic and black high school rates
(lowest on record and has had a
decline in the national dropout rate) is
being driven, in part, by substantially
fewer Hispanics and black youth
dropping out of high school (the nonHispanic/white dropout rate has not
fallen sharply according to statistics).

$159 Million Bond
for GAPS

Bond measure for South Albany High School shows how
SAHS will use the new bond for school remodeling, minor
updates, and building construction.
RAMON HERNANDEZ
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Prom 2017 Recap :
A Night To Remember

The Exchange
of Power :
M.E.Ch.A Club
Exclusive

everyone and taking pictures with
all my friends; that was super fun.
My expectations were met. It could
not have been more American with
everyone dressed up really nice. It was
like in the movies,” said Deschamps.
This was definitely a night filled
with fun and excitement. Students
were seen dancing to various songs
such as “All Star” by Smash Mouth
as well as “Hips Don’t Lie” by
Shakira. Late into the night, “The
Cupid Shuffle” by Cupid turned on
and crowds of students gathered
to do the cupid shuffle dance.
Senior prom queen Taylor Parker,
who went with SAHS graduate of
class 2016 Dominick Mendoza said,
“My experience at prom was really
good; [I] loved it. Getting prom queen
was exciting [and] very unexpected.
Prom was a lot of fun; I think it
would have been fun either way with
or without being queen. Coronation
was wonderful with the decorations;
it was great being on it [prom court]
with my friends and peers. I wish
more of my friends could have been
on it with us. It was a fun last formal
dance. My favorite part was when
[senior] Jacob Dwier got on the stage
and was dancing his little heart out.”
It seemed that SAHS’s 2017 prom
was a fun-filled night. There were
lots of laughs, pictures, and good
times. “A Night in Monte Carlo”
will be remembered for a long time.

As the school year draws to a
close, many seniors are preoccupied
with thoughts of college, wrapping
up graduation requirements, and
preparing to begin an entirely
different era of their life after being
in school for 12 plus years already.
However, for those who are members
of the various clubs offered at
South Albany High School, another
thought swirling around is how
their club will proceed when they
are gone for the next school year.
Senior Arianna Gonzalez is currently
a part of M.E.Ch.A. as the president,
Ignite Club, and Sources of Strength
as the social media representative.
“The reason why I joined M.E.Ch.A.
was because I wanted to make a
difference within my community
and peers. I definitely don’t feel
like that has been accomplished, but
hopefully in the next years it does.
There is still a long ways for that
to happen. I also wanted a place for
everybody; [where they] could come
in feel welcome, feel safe and know
that no one will judge them or treat
them differently. Just like the rest
of the clubs I took part in, I wanted
to help in whatever way I could.”
For M.E.Ch.A., Gonzalez began
the process of transferring powers
towards the last two months of school.
“I have slowly let the next president
run meetings. I have let him [junior
Yovany
Lopez-Hernandez]
do
fundraisers and even plan our next
event,” stated Gonzalez. “However,
I am always there just in case.”
She then went on to explain that there
is not a set time for the transition to
begin, but it is generally towards the
end of April or the beginning of May.
This is also how last year’s president,
Vanessa Barrientos, helped Gonzalez
to take on the new responsibilities.

“She [Barrientos] slowly gave me
more responsibilities to the point
I was basically running the club.”
According to Gonzalez, the
selection for this year’s president
was different as well as more difficult
and challenging than previous years.
“Last year, I was chosen by the
president. This year, it was held a
little different. There were people
who applied for the positions. Then,
they were interviewed and that
was going to be it, but elections
were then put in the process.”
Juan Vásquez, a teacher at SAHS
and the adviser of M.E.Ch.A.,
further explained the change.
“In the past, the group was small
and only one person wanted to
be president and a handful were
interested in other leadership roles.
This year, we had the biggest group
and many students were interested
in the president and vice president
positions. We wanted it to be fair,
so we allowed students to present
their case and then the group voted
for the best candidate. It was a great
experience for both the candidates
and their audience,” he stated.
When election day arrived,
history was made in the club.
“It was the president and vice
president [won by junior Susie
Montes] candidates that held a speech
in front of the club. Then the club put in
their vote and they were told privately
who won. [Lopez-Hernandez] is
our very first male president. I think
it [will] bring a new perspective
and definitely new challenges.”
Although the year is coming to
a close, it is a time to reflect on
what has been accomplished in
the past year in order to achieve
new goals in the following years to
come. That is exactly what clubs at
SAHS set out to do. The departing
seniors can take comfort in knowing
their legacies are in good hands.

said senior Colton Dickinson, then
continued with, “there were all
kinds of things to talk about, such
as favorite classes and team building
experiences [that] I had the pleasure
of being a part of over the years.”
Karli Read, senior, said,
“They gave us four to five little
prompts to write about; things
like teamwork, communication,
problem-solving,
foundations
of a career, and stuff like that.”
Dickinson wrote about the experience
he gained from South Albany High
School’s automotive classes, some
from
Linn-Benton
Community
College, and how the knowledge
will benefit him in the future.
“There were so many wonderful
people [to write about] from over
the years, such as Mr. Chandler
and Mr. Reinhart, who never
stopped
encouraging
me
to
always stay on top of my work.”
Read decided to write about her
work experience at McDonald’s.
“I wrote about how it basically

taught me how to think quickly,
problem-solve, and communicate.
You can’t yell at a customer no
matter how verbally abusive they
may be. Plus, McDonald’s is a
very
high-paced,
fast-working
environment, so it really teaches
you how to effectively multi-task.”
“I wrote about a camp that I worked
at, and about my responsibilities,
and my skills of working with
children. I really enjoyed the kids,
their curiousness, and the fact that
they like to question everything you
do,” shared senior Kassydee Soto.
Some students stressed over writing
their essay, some procrastinated, and
some actually enjoyed the opportunity.
“We were given a crazy long amount
of time to write this small, 300 word
essay. They told us if we finished, we
would get out of Pride, so that was
really a big thing for a lot of people.
I started it the day it was due. It was
really easy, though; my essay was
about 700 words. It wasn’t exactly
dreadful; it was really easy. They just

gave you the four to five things that
had to be included, so all you really
had to write was the introduction
and the conclusion. I did kind of
enjoy it, but I’ve never hated writing
essays. I’m not a big fan of the essay;
I really just don’t see the point to it.
I could imagine it would be really
hard for people who don’t work or
have extracurriculars,” stated Read.
“[Writing my essay] wasn’t
dreadful at all, actually. I wrote it
and typed it over a period of three
weeks without worrying about
it too much,” added Dickinson.
“I didn’t want to write [the essay]
at all, but I wrote it in about a month.
Some advice I’d give is to not put off
the essay until the last minute because
it is too easy to do,” stated Soto.
“I appreciate the flexibility of our
system, especially being able to use
the RUR curriculum and yearly career
days. I taught in a district that had
a big senior project, and it is a great
undertaking, but also very influential
for the students,” said Foster-Teeter.

ABBY SLANGA

South Albany High School students dress up formally for the 2017 “A Night in Monte Carlo” themed
prom held at the Oregon State University Alumni Center.
EMILY FERENDO

Before 8 p.m, South Albany High
School students lined the entrance of
the Oregon State University Alumni
Center on April 29th, 2017. Once
students got through the doors, they
excitedly took their shoes and coats
off to give to the coat room attendees.
Students spent the day getting ready
for “A Night in Monte Carlo.”
Senior Cristian Amador, who went
with senior Isabella Bangs, stated,
“I was pretty surprised that I was
crowned prince. I was excited, but
nervous. I remembered that the people
on court have to do the assembly
coronation. I think it went well, at the
moment; it all happened so fast. But
it was definitely a fun experience and
having my friends there as well added
to the experience.” Bangs, who was
also on the prom court, was crowned
princess and walked with Amador
during the coronation assembly.
“I had a lot of fun at prom though.
Prom is all about being able to enjoy
yourself. You have to allow yourself to
have fun and just enjoy the company
of those around you,” added Amador.
Amador was not the only one
having fun. Senior Haylee Malloy
explained, “This year’s prom was
probably the best experience I have
ever had at any of the dances. My
favorite part would be that I got to

go with my best friend. I really felt
good about myself. I went my junior
year as well. This year, I went with
[sophomore] Trenton Maland.”
“My favorite part of the night was
seeing everyone all nice and dressed
up. I also liked the music in Spanish
that they played,” said Amador.
Sophomore Brady Swanson stated,
“Prom was really fun for my first time.
I went with senior Eva Deschamps. It
was an agreement to go together since
she wasn’t going with anyone else.
My favorite part was dancing. Prom
was better than I expected to be.”
Deschamps, who is an exchange
student, commented, “I only had two
hours to get ready. I got ready with
[seniors] Riley [Swanson] and Taylor
[Parker]. Taylor did my hair. I’m from
Belgium so we don’t have prom, but
kind of like a “graduation” ceremony
where everyone is dressed up. Parents
come and students perform some
music then proclaim their name.”
For students living in another
country, dances can be different.
Deschamps states that her school
does not hold school dances;
however, dances do take place. They
are organized outside of school
with no correlation to the school.
“Prom was amazing and it was
probably one of the best American
experiences I could have,” said
Deschamps. “My favorite part
was probably getting ready with
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Senior Project : The Essay
SAVANNAH PALMER

Senior enrollment? Check. Senior
photos? Check. College application
replies? Check. Graduation gown and
cap order placed? Check. Nearing the
end of the school year? Check. All
that is left to do is for South Albany
High School students to finish up their
senior essays before they graduate.
The senior essay is meant to meet the
requirement for “Career or College
Readiness.” It is a state requirement
for high schools. Just like Essential
Skills in Math, Reading and Writing,
high schools have to provide evidence
that they have provided students
with the opportunities and skills
to be ready for the next step in life.
Students were given a few topics to
base their essays on. After they choose
their topic, the rest is up to them. The
experience students chose to write
about has to be signed off by an adult
they worked for or helped out before

turning in their essay to their PRIDE
teacher who is in charge of gathering
up all the components of the Career
and College Readiness-related tasks.
One of SAHS’s counselors, Jill
Baker, shared, “The senior essay has
students write about an experience
(or multiple experiences) that
has taught them about teamwork,
communication,
etc.
Many
students use their paid jobs as the
example of how they have learned
those things. But other students
talk about being a part of sports
teams, or internships, leadership
class or even clubs on campus.”
“Districts and schools are
given options of how to meet
the requirements from big senior
projects that are presented to a panel
to yearly activities, such as our
career days/job fair/RUR (RampUp to Readiness) and a shorter final
paper. The paper is a minimum
requirement,” stated Julie FosterTeeter, one of SAHS’s vice principals.
“My topics were very broad,”
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GAPS Board Members: A Father’s Love
Two In, Two Out

RAMON HERNANDEZ

They are the people who sit through
hours of meetings, shake outstanding
student hands throughout the year,
visit the schools in the community
and are part of the many people
to thank when it comes to student
education in the Greater Albany
Public Schools. The school board is
made up of five people, board chair,
Micah Smith, board vice chair, Jerry
Boehme, board members Sandi
Gordon, Frank Bricker and Lyle Utt.
Being part of the board is not as
easy as it may seem. The community
members who decide to run for a
postion have to be elected. After
hours of campaigning, meeting with
multiple people, and sharing their
viewpoints, their names appear on
the ballot for the Albany residents
to vote for in early May. If and
when they are elected to join the
board, the person who received
the most votes wins the position.
Board members whose term is
coming to an end on June 30th, 2017
include Smith, Boehme and Gordon.
The remaining board members
remain on the board until June 30th,
2019 unless they chose to resign
before their term is over. When that
date comes closer, they may decide
to run again such as Smith and
Gordon decide to do, or omit their
name from the ballot as did Boehme.
“I am a big believer that everybody
has a voice and perspective. I felt
that after eight years [of serving
on the board] it was time for other
people to have a say in how the
district is ran,” commented Boehme
on why he decided to not run again.
While Boehme’s children have
graduated out of the GAPS, he still
plans to continue his involvement
with the kids in the community.

After speaking with his wife, he felt
that it was not only the appropriate
time to depart, but the best option
for him and the community.
Boehme was first seen on the board
back in December of 1996 through
June of 1997, when he was appointed
to finish late Jim Linhart after his
passing. It was not until 2009 when
he decided to run for the board.
“I thought I had a perspective
that the other board members at the
time did not have. I was willing to
put in the time to understand how
the district worked and help impart
change in the district,” said Boehme.
After running in May of 09’, he
won the election and has served two
terms since July of that year, to June
of this year. According to Boehme,
about five to ten hours are invested
each week, those hours spent through
visiting schools, meetings and
phone conferences. However, those
hours gradually increased to about
twenty hours when the hiring of the
superintendent Jim Golden occurred,
as well as passing of the bond process.
“I will miss the kids,” responded
Boehme when asked what he would
miss after his departure. However, he
will not miss the meetings. “They are a
necessary evil, but I won’t miss them.”
Running for Boehme’s position
included Eric Aguinaga, and
Kim Butzner. After the election
numbers
came
in,
Butzner
realized she won the position.
“Initially, like taking on any
new responsibility, it will be a
learning
curve,”
commented
Butzner on what she belives will
be the most challenging issue
now that she is part of the board.
Smith who ran again for his
position, won against candidates
Matthew Prudell, and Katie Winder.
However, Gordon’s outcome were
not in her favor. Running again
for her position against Karelia

A High Schooler’s
Dream Job

Students can start by visting the career center if intresred in a job.
MADELINE HELENIHI

What people need to go through
to land their dream job depends a
lot on their priorities. Depending
on the person, the element that
makes their dream job attractive
can vary dramatically. While most
agree that they need to make an
income sufficient to provide for
their immediate needs, a higher
salary does not necessarily make the
job more attractive. Many people
prioritize personal fulfillment over
power, influence, and higher salaries.
At first glance, choosing to prioritize
either making money or finding a job
that gives one personal fulfillment
seems to reflect a difference in
values, but it may just be a difference
in approach. For instance, some
people may feel that they need to

attain personal fulfillment through
their job. Others believe that if they
make enough money, then they will
have enough freedom to pursue
their passions that are personally
fulfilling. People will weigh these
approaches
differently
when
considering careers; slight changes
in one’s life can cause them to shift
focus from one approach to the other.
Nicholas Lore, founder of the
Rockport Institute (a career coaching
firm) and author of “The Pathfinder,”
stated in an interview in the New
York Times, “It all depends on
priorities. Some people are willing
to make lifestyle changes because
the intrinsic rewards of following
a passion or making a difference
are more important than a high
salary in an unenjoyable career.”
Justin Rowberry, senior, said, “I

Stetz-Waters, and Jennifer Ward.
Gordon lost to Ward with 37.98%
of the votes in her favor, against
Ward’s 40.82% according to the
Linn County election summary.
Biologist Ward enjoys reading,
which she states, “I really missed
it while I was campaigning to be
on the school board. Right now
I’m reading ‘Hidden Figures.’”
What prompted Ward to run for
the board was “when the district
was making tough decisions
about educating our students in an
environment of extremely inadequate
funding.” Ward stated in order to
contribute positive ideas that could
benefit the students, she had to get an
understanding of the bigger picture.
Apart from the bond passing,
Ward said, “I look forward to
seeing those projects through to
completion and reporting back to
the public on the responsible use
of the money they’ve committed.”
Butzner mentioned “I am looking
foward to continuing the excellent
efforts made by our board and
the school district, as it relates
to the recently passed bond.”
Although Ward was running against
incumbent Gordon who had served for
12 years, she said her term was “filled
with dedication and compassion.”
While the campaigning process,
Ward stated Gordon was gracious.
“Even though we were running
against each other, I feel honored
to be stepping into her shoes.”
“It’s humbling to have thousands
of your community members cast
their vote for YOU,” commented
Ward on her victory. She adds, “I’m
new to this, so I’ve got a lot to learn.
I’m sure to make some mistakes
along the way, but if you voted for
me you can be assured that my very
best efforts will be given to being
an active and informed steward
of our community’s schools.”

want to go into something where I’d
be working anywhere from houses to
woodworking. My mother inspired
me; she worked as a cabinetmaker.”
Rowberry plans to pursue a
career that he knows and enjoys;
his aspiration shows the strength
in planning a career in which
he knows he will be fulfilled.
Senior Janie Robertson plans
to pursue a career in education
around
English
and
film.
Robertson said, “I plan on going
to Linn Benton Community College
and then hopefully Oregon State
University. Finance will be the main
obstacle of getting my teaching
degree because of student loans.”
The financial burden of college can
be discouraging; Robertson plans
to persevere through the challenge
of finance by focusing on being
“a positive influence on kids and
finding a job that gives [her] both
a sustainable amount of income
and makes [her] happy,” she said.
Robertson, like many other high
school seniors, has a fairly clear plan
on what steps she will need to take
to attain her dream job. Although,
she did admit that if circumstances
change, a new plan may be necessary.
When asked what she would do if
she had to give up the pursuit of her
dream job, Robertson took a moment
to reflect and said, “I would probably
go with being a dental assistant.”
When planning for a dream job, it
is important to be flexible and have
an open mind. People need to have a
fallback plan so they can be ready for
any obstacles that may come their way.

Photo courtesy of Spencer Arnold.

Senior Spencer Arnold holds his daughter Aliyanaha.
ELISABETH CHILCOTE

Being a teen parent does has its
cons, but senior Spencer Arnold
always finds the positives. Arnold
has a daughter named Aliyanaha
who is eight months old. Arnold
explained when he heard the news,
he was excited about being a dad.
“The first thing I thought was
‘I need a job.”
Arnold now
currently works at Red Robin.
Some students may lack the
support they need when they become
a parent at 16, but for Spencer,
his dad has always been there.
“He showed me how to be a good
dad.” Arnold explains that in order to
be a good dad, “You need to be around.”
When Arnold first told his parents
that he was going to be a father,
his mother did not believe him. As
time passed, the support and love
he had for his daughter payed off.
“A lot of people are proud
of me now because I have to
juggle school, sports, work, and
being a dad,” he commented.
After high school, Arnold plans
on joining the military; he does
not have custody now, but when he
gets out of the military he plans on
seeing her more often. Arnold goes to
school Monday through Wednesday
without
having
Aliyanaha,
and on Thursday, he has the
opportunity to spend time with her..

“She stays over Thursday night and
my grandma watches her Fridays.”
Senior, Natayha Moore,
Aliyanaha’s mother, is Arnold’s
biggest help according to the senior.
“It’s only stressful when she is
upset because she is a really calm
baby. Either she walks around
on her rocker, rolls around, or
plays with her toys,” he stated.
Spencer also explains that when
Aliyanaha sleeps, she is like a
bomb ticking to go off. She goes to
bed around eight in evening. and
wakes up around six in the morning.
“That’s really stressful
because I know I have to get
up and change her,” he said.
According to Arnold, a con to being
a parent is how many diapers one
needs to change. Being a teen parent
teaches a person responsibility.
“You have to learn how to take care
of someone else. It really is amazing
being a parent. But I wouldn’t
encourage having a baby while
in high school,” advised Arnold.
Being a teen parent while going
through high school, dealing with
the social norms, and balancing a
job may not be the best idea, but
having a child opens new doors.
Arnold’s advice for teen parents is
that being involved in the child’s
life is important, and it teaches the
lesson of growing up. “Care for
your child because one day you’ll
realize how much they care for you.”
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Failure to the Heart
MADELINE HELENIHI

What does it take to persevere
through failure after failure to
succeed at something difficult?
What does it take to even attempt
something known to be difficult?
Every day, people settle for not
getting what they truly want; they
believe their goals are unattainable
or they are afraid of failure. They
do not realize that any path will lead
them to a goal they wish to achieve,
but it includes failures, and lots of
them. Without a healthy sense of
self-worth, people mistake failure
as a sign that they are not meant to
achieve their goals; however, failure
is a necessary step along the path.
“You have to have a foundation
of confidence for yourself that you
built with your own hands, so you
can be your best and love yourself
better than anyone else can,”
said junior Savannah Partridge.
Another pitfall is when people
constantly compare themselves
to others. It is a mistake to expect
one’s path to success to resemble
anyone else’s. There will always be
people who seem to have it easier;
it seems like they succeed without
even trying. The truth is, everyone
works differently; people need
to find their own way of setting
goals, tackling challenges, and
overcoming obstacles. Comparing
oneself to the people around them

distracts them from building
their own foundation for success.
Austin Bendele, junior, said,
“You can’t really function in life
if you don’t know what you’re
worth; [if you] never know
what really makes you, you.”
There are plenty of external
standards in the world that people are
judged against including things like
grades, awards, titles, beauty, and
even followers or the amount of likes
people get on a post. One can have all
of those things and still be unhappy
because they lack self-worth. On the
other hand, someone can have none of
those things, but have a healthy sense
of self-worth and feel entirely happy.
Felicity Coffey, sophomore,
said, “You can have selfconfidence and know that no
matter what people tell you, you
will always know your worth.”
As long as people are aware
of their self-worth, whatever
circumstances they encounter on
the outside, such as judgment,
social pressures, or changing
standards, will not be a burden.
“Most people won’t see you when
you may be looking at yourself in
the mirror thinking the worst of
yourself,” Partridge commented.
These outside influences will
affect people, but it is important
to remember that one’s selfperception carries far more weight;
people are their own worst critics.

.



Left: “In The Public Interest” plaque seen outside the Albany Democrat-Herald giving a brief history of the
town’s newspaper.
Right: The Albany Democrat-Herald’s issue of President Kennedy’s assassination published on Friday,
November 22nd, 1963.
a police officer, is told one thing at news reporters did not come to the
RAMON HERNANDEZ
one time, but is disclosed with a scene of the fire until hours later. For
On April 1st, 2015, terror struck more accurate reporting on the facts people who did not have access to
South Albany High School when it lost later on. What does that mean for the first-hand story, they rely on the
their public reliability? In another news reporters. But where were they?
its cafeteria to arson. Reports about context, there was the situation with
“Because of social media,
the fire were called to 911 at about the Umpqua Community College expectations have changed. The
3:30 in the morning. By four a.m., shooting back in October of 2015. fire was at 4 a.m., but we didn’t
the first responders came to the aid of Reports of the school shooting had get there until 6 a.m. People
the building. However, clarification spread through the online media, but were wondering why we didn’t
of the situation did not come to the Douglas County Sheriff John Hanlin get their earlier,” said Moody.
attention of the community until later refused to disclosed the shooter’s
For the people invested into social
that morning. Residents who lived identity. However, it was too late media platforms such as Facebook,
close to the school were the first as the media outlets had already they often look to the Facebook page
people to document the event, and confirmed the shooter was student “Albany Happenings.” The Facebook
soon followed the reporters of local Christopher Harper-Mercer. The description for the page states, “Ask
TV stations and newspapers. The first number of deaths were also victim questions, get recommendations,
cases of reporting though started to of false reporting in this situation. anything as long as it’s related to
spread through social media by the Earlier in the day, 10 lives were Albany or surrounding areas.” For
citizens who were there first, not reported to be lost during the shooting, reporters such as the Democratthe reporters. The patriots of society but reports later in the day confirmed Herald staff, Albany Happenings
have become their own reporters for that number to actually be nine. can be a source for a story.
their group of followers on social
When the newspaper is printed
“Albany Happenings is a
media. What room does this leave with the headline “Lockdown at community of people reporting
for people working in the actual the Elementary School” the next what they’ve seen from their living
business of journalism? For the morning, citizens in the community room,” stated city editor for the
journalist, their job is to dig deeper would have been wondering what Democrat-Herald, Kim Jackson.
and answer “why” questions rather was going on the day before. The
Both the Democrat-Herald and
than the “what” questions. Journalists story makes sense, the sources appear Albany Happenings serve the
are there to report on the side of the to be reliable, but there is only one same purpose: to collect and report
story people do not normally capture minor detail; a detail that could information to the public. One of
on the cameras of their phones. change the story. What happens then? the things that sets the two apart
An analogy made by Mike The morning newspaper has reached is the profit made. DemocratMcInally, editor for the Albany coffee tables throughout the whole Herald is a non-government funded
Democrat-Herald and Corvallis community. In circumstances in newspaper with staff members that
Gazette-Times, used to describe a which a story is written incorrectly, it receive a salary for their job. The
situation such as the fire, described is promptly corrected by the staff. Set main source of revenue does not
a hypothetical situation in which aside the frustrated callers calling in, come by paid subscriptions, but
being the first to report information all is resolved. With the reporting of rather from ads. When someone is
not taking their main focus. stories having spread to the internet, reading something online, it will
“[For example], there is a school correcting any mistakes, whether it be be most likely featured next to an
lockdown, and no one on the outside updated information or correcting the ad tailored to the reader’s interest.
knows what is going on. Parents spelling of a name, is easier than ever. People, however, forget there is a
may receive some information,
“I correct information that is middle man that requires an income.
but it is yet to be confirmed or published online, but I don’t like to
Moody compares it to buying a
denied,” stated McInally. As the act like it didn’t happen. I state that pizza. A person can make the pizza
lockdown is underway, information it has been updated, and make the themselves, but instead chooses to
is slowly being released to the corrections,” said Jennifer Moody, buy it made from the store. Why
public. Being first to the game is reporter for the Democrat-Herald. should they get the pizza for free if
not the Democrat-Herald’s goal this
The rule for social media users is they can do it themselves? According
time. For reporters, it is important to be careful what they post online to Moody, if the story is a safety
to arrive and report as “Soon as because it lives forever; while it report, it is free. For example, a car
possible, and as accurate as possible remains true in this case, the statement crash on I-5 that could affect people
so people can get the information applies even more to print media. passing through there. Their goal is to
right the first time,” said McInally.
Online media has become a platform get it to the public with no difficulty.
In situations such as these, who is for users to receive information at However, police reports are different.
the reliable source to be counting on their fingertips, and more often than
“The information we report is
to ensure readers are provided with not, for free. Alongside the demand public record; people can find
the truth? Given the circumstance, for the stories, expectations have also it themselves. But we do that
a person of public figure, such as risen. In the case of the SAHS fire, work for them,” stated Moody.



HS Sweethearts
KYLIE LUTHER

High school is a time in life to create
many milestones; first football game,
first prom, first kiss, and maybe even
first love. High school flings are a
taboo concept: they either last or end
just as badly as that chemistry test
someone was sure they would ace.
Is there a happy ending for some
of those high school sweethearts
students always see smacking lips
in the hall right next to the lockers?
There is the claim that some may
meet their significant other before
college, but is there any truth behind
it? Among twenty years ago, when
people were marrying younger,
living in rural areas, and staying
closer to their birthplace, it was
said that the statistics of finding a
partner between the grades 7-12
was an astonishing 90% according
to Elite Daily. In today’s times
with the internet lingering around
every corner, individuals marrying
at an older age, and other factors,
those numbers might not be quite
as accurate for the present world.
In a Harris Interactive online survey,
10,000 people who were married
between the years of 2006 and 2007
were asked about their relationships
and where the magic began. Nineteen
percent of couples met online, 17%
met through work or co-workers, and
another 17% meet through friends or
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family members, while only a mere
14% met through school. Another
survey was taken for couples married
between 2004 and 2005: 14% met
online, 20% met through work, and
17% through friends and family. It
has been found that an approximate
of only 2% of married couples met
through schooling, including college.
In 1960, the average age to get
hitched was at 20 years old; from
1960 to 1990, that rose three to four
years according to the RebelCircus
blog. This increase in median age
began for first-time brides; from
1990 to 2010, the average marrying
age was 26, essentially doubling.
High school sweethearts not only
tend to have happier marriages,
but happier divorces as well. High
school sweethearts who part tend to
still keep healthy relationships with
their exes, compared to divorces
of couples who met later in life.
However, not all statistics swing
in favor of those young lovers. An
average 42% of high school-related
marriages end in divorce, which is
quite high considering the average
divorce rate in the US is 32%. Those
who choose to wait to marry after 25
have a divorce rate of 22%. Those
with religious backgrounds also
tend to have the upper hand when it
comes to divorce rates as well; even
when it is not the same religion.

Senior Goodbyes
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Not Like the Movies

all four of my years doing
First of all, it was
theatre and newspaper.
nothing
like
“High
While both of the groups
School
Musical”
are very different to each
told me it would be.
other and gave me a wide
Little seven-year-old
range of memories (from
Abby watched the first
misadventures with the
movie with wide eyes
resident ghost of the
and a song in her heart.
Elizabeth Bentley Theater,
By the time she finished
Cuthbert, to once staying
watching the second and
after school until 11:30
third movies at ages eight
P.M. to work on newspaper
and nine, her perfect
layout),
I
considered
high school experience
both to be my extended
had been cemented in
families. This brings up
her head. The movies
one notion different than
with their romance, overmost high school movies:
dramatized plot, “grownstereotypes are just that.
up”
problems,
and
The thespians here have
whimsical musical numbers Abby Slanga, co-editor-in-chief, will attend the
never stormed the cafeteria
(accompanied by upbeat Universtiy of Oregon where she will major in
to perform a quick number
choreography) made her Journalism and minor in Spanish.
(I’m honestly a little salty
anticipate the so-called best
that we didn’t) and the Sentry
ABBY SLANGA
four years of her life. Enter 14-yearstaff aren’t bloodthirsty reporters
old Abby into the picture. Adorned
with braces and newly-prescribed of motivation to do assignments fairly who report every rumor they hear.
Looking back on all of these
glasses (that she felt inclined to wear early (as in not the night before). I
at first), she began high school and found myself many times this year memories, I realized how they’ve
found it... actually quite normal. fighting sleep and the urge to take a all helped me grow as well as
As far as actual high school “short nap” at 2 a.m. as I worked on shaped me for the future. Freshman
goes (which means excluding finishing a procrastinated project due Abby would have never guessed
extracurriculars), I’d say everything that day. Conflicting thoughts about a couple of things she liked to do
went pretty smoothly. I earned good being extremely over high school and after school would bring her farther
grades, took some fun classes, had feeling sentimental about hallways, out of her shell; even though there
great teachers and generally had a lockers and classrooms have caused were no auditions/basketball game/
low-moderate stress level. When me a lot of inner turmoil as of late. scholastic decathlon combination
the senioritis hit during JUNIOR How I feel about this topic depends days, an extravagant closing
year (of all years), that little number on what kind of day I am having. number, or crème brûlée promises.
My experience was nothing
on the stress-o-meter went flying.
On top of all of that mess, I know for
Alright, it wasn’t that bad. The only a fact that what I’ll remember most like “High School Musical” told
problem senioritis caused was a lack would be my extracurriculars: I spent me it would be; it was better.

Goodbye Newspaper

Brittany Beck, page editor, will attend Linn-Benton
Community College and will study communications. She
plans to be a music journalist or news journalist.
BRITTANY BECK

Senior year: I have waited so long
for this time to come, never knowing
the sadness that comes along with
all the goodbyes. Along this crazy
journey, I have connected and bonded
with many of my peers which makes
it even harder to say farewell. I have
had the opportunity to be a part of
something amazing at South Albany:
this was the school newspaper, The
Sentry. I have learned a great deal
from this experience and bonded with
many of my classmates. Through

the one-on-one editor-to-journalist
consultations, I was able to improve
my writing well beyond I thought I
was capable of; for that, I am truly
grateful for the support shown to me
from the editors and class adviser
as well as all the newspaper staff.
Most days were not the best, but
my day would always turn around
when I walked into room 306: the
publications room. That class always
had such positive energy; never a
negative one. There are so many
great memories I have connected

to that classroom. Every once in a
while, a student in the back room
would start singing a song aloud,
and one-by-one everyone would
join until they were all yelling the
lyrics. These kinds of silly memories
will always stick with me because
it reminds me how close we all are
and the bond that we have created.
My sister was the one who
convinced me to join newspaper, and
boy am I glad I did because this class
made my whole high school career so
much better. This class has inspired
me in so many ways including my
confidence in my writing and my
career choice. Since I have been in
newspaper for two years, writing
has become a part of my life and it
made me realize that I wanted to do
this for the rest of my life. I am going
to study writing and communications
in college to then become a music
journalist or news journalist. I would
have never discovered this interest of
mine if I had not joined newspaper.
Although it is sad to say goodbye to
this amazing newspaper family, I am
excited to see what lies ahead in the
future. This next chapter in our lives
will be scary, no doubt, but it also
will be an amazing rollercoaster of
experiences, and I am ready to take that
leap. New beginnings, new people,
and new, exciting opportunities are
waiting for us at our feet; all we have
to do is jump in and enjoy the ride.

The Queen’s Departure:
A Senior Goodbye, from a Junior
RAMON HERNANDEZ

I first remember seeing her in elementary school: Periwinkle Elementary. I
don’t recall any form of exchange in
communication, but to be honest, elementary school was a bit blurry to
recall. Middle school came around,
and still, no form of human interaction between the both of us at Calapooia Middle School. Before high
school, she was just another person

I went to school with. Then I joined
the newspaper staff, but still limited, if any conversions were made.
Abby Slanga remained the girl that
served no real significance to my life.
The only way I can explain it is using a Hunger Games analogy. (Ugh,
I know, totally not necessary.) When
Katniss met Peeta on the train to the
capital (and do forgive me if you
know no background information to

the young adult series). It was those
moments of flashbacks that Katniss
had of Peeta, similar to what I had
when I met Abby. Katniss knew who
Peeta was, and was in a way forced
to be with him, but still didn’t really know him. Since I am telling
this story, I am Katniss, and Abby is
Peeta, though I don’t believe either
of us were forced to do anything.
The exchangement of power from
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One Last Time

Carla Sanchez, reporter, will attend Linn-Benton
Community College and is undecided on her major.
CARLA SANCHEZ

Only one last time I get to roam
these halls. One last time before I
walk out of the doors of South Albany
High School and never look back.
Four years ago stepping into these
halls, I was terrified and anxious for
the years to come; since that time,
this school has held many memories
from my awkward freshmen year, to
my severe case of senioritis during
senior year. Throughout these years,
the memories created have been
both happy and stressful. To think
of it all coming to an end saddens
me. Never walking these halls again
will become an unfamiliar feeling.
Since the beginning, graduation
day was the moment my parents
both encouraged and pushed me to
accomplish by passing all my classes.
Growing up, my parents wanted me
to have a safe and secure future.
Since I could remember, there were
always rules and tears shed under
our household from both stress and
love. My parents were trying to
prepare us for the future: the future
of when we walk out those doors into
the unfamiliar world on our own.
There were conflicts and
disagreeing, but nobody’s perfect;
especially not my family. They took
certain precautions to make sure
me and my sisters would be able
to succeed in life. Certain norms
under our roof included phones up
at 9 o’clock, notifying both parents
when we were leaving and arriving
somewhere, no sleepovers, no boys
unless they are blood relatives,
and, more of a tradition than a rule,

give Father a kiss on the cheek as a
hello and a goodbye. This was what
it was like in my household which
wasn’t bad, but it made me and my
sisters crave freedom even more.
So it was no surprise that as soon
as my sisters had graduated, they
would moved out a year or two later.
My sisters have been there for me
when I needed a shoulder to rid my
eyes of tears. My dad was there to
strengthen my mind and actions.
My mother filled me with love and
compassion which was needed
during my last year of high school.
As the years passed, however, my
father began to loosen his hold by
giving us more trust; we were able to
go out with friends or to events more
often. We no longer had to put up
our phones at 9. The person who has
always been my push to success was
my father. He has had to deal with not
just one girl, but three girls and only
one boy. He has overcome obstacles
more than anyone I have ever met.
To him, family is most important;
he always used to say that, “money
is just money; you can replace
money.” My father is a unique man
in my life; he has shaped who I am.
Now because of my parents, I
will be walking towards the front
of the podium on graduation day.
My family will be watching me the
entire time as I receive my diploma
and as I shake Mr. Belveal’s hand.
If it weren’t for my family with
their support and determination,
I wouldn’t be here today just
a week away from graduating.

the old editors to Abby and I was
the moment, I realized I was going
to interact with Abby on a day to
day basis: poor girl, she didn’t even
know the storm that was coming.
She was quite, smart and really the
only one that knew how to run this
ship. I was loud, special and smiled
to hide the fact that we really didn’t
know what we were doing. As time
progressed, Abby and I, whether she
liked it or not, became good friends,
well according to me at least. We
learned how to act that like the ship
was under control, and steer it away
from icebergs. It really feels like yesterday the old editors pulled us into
the backroom to tell us they were
graduating and handing down S.S
Farver (yes, I did that) to us. If you
don’t know Abby, well then you’re
missing out. Not just for the fact that
she is GREAT at acting like everything is fine, and not panicking when
every little inconvenience comes
our way, but for the person she is.
I can’t stress enough, Abby is a talented, compassionate, intelligent, all
that and more human being. I am so
grateful that I could ride this journey
with her, I am truly devastated to loose
my left, or right (which ever really)
side of my body this year. I’ll be honest, I don’t know what to do, Abby al-

ways had it down better than I did.
Sentry staff, you are all in a for a ride!
With my time being with Abby,
I have seen nothing but her positive outlook on life, her enlightening ideas, and amazing writing. She
is literally the epitome of a hard
working young woman; she does
not need anyone telling her what
to do, because she will find and do
whatever she needs all on her own.
It sounds weird, (alert, another unnecessary analogy) but it feels like
Abby is that dying grandparent you
have, and deeply love, but know their
time is coming to an end. However,
I know for a fact that Abby is going
places. She will accomplish great
things, so you better watch out. But
whatever she chooses to do, I know
it will be good, and I will stand behind her, like the mom in Mean Girls
during the Christmas play, when she
was filming her daughter and saying
“Woo hoo, you go girl.” I will be that
mom, and Abby, well she probably
won’t be dancing to Christmas music
with a group of mean girls, but hey,
if she chooses to do that, I’ll stand
behind her. When the time comes,
Abby will become the star she is,
and when that day comes, I just hope
she will still remember the boy that
would yell, “Hey Abbbbiiiieeeee.”
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Leaving Their Mark

Seniors

Senior Skip Day

all stay together,” Girard commented.
If Girard decides to skip, he
would go to the coast as usual.
“Honestly, I think nothing sounds
better than that. It’s a great idea because
the weather is nice,” he commented.
Although senior skip day is nice
for the seniors, some of Girard’s
friends are not participating.
“They are so concerned with
their perfect attendance record.
They don’t want to skip for that
one day, and to a certain point, I
understand that because perfect
attendance is pretty cool,” he stated.
Girard believes that, as a
senior class, most of them are
going to skip in his opinion.
“It is going to be great,” he added.
“I know a lot of kids normally come
here [South Albany High School]
for a little bit and then hang out off

campus. A lot of people go to the
coast, and some people head out of
town to Salem or Portland,” senior
Madison Wiseman commented.
If Wiseman could participate,
she would skate around Albany
with her best friend. “I think it is a
really cool tradition,” she stated.
Senior skip day is a relatively
old tradition; even teachers at
SAHS participated when they
were in high school, such as
Branson Bartlett, the art teacher.
“I participated in the senior skip
day as a junior and then [again]
when I was a senior,” added Bartlett.
Justin GaVette, a history teacher
at SAHS, skipped when he was a
senior as well. During his senior year,
GaVette only had two classes: “I
went to the river and floated the river
with my good friends and fished.”
GaVette also adds that he and
his friends went to Moonshine
Park in Lincoln County to swim,
sunbathe, and eat sandwiches.
GaVette shares that there are certain
seniors who take that day off to
relax, but there are some who still
need that day to catch up on school.
“My biggest concern now as a
teacher and a parent is the kids’
safety,”
commented
GaVette.
There are many concerns with
senior skip day that deal with
safety of the students and many
controversial arguments about the
topic; over all, seniors see it as a day
off to do their own thing and relax.

they shouldn’t be kept around, or
not going to enough social school
events such as games,” Rinkin stated.
“No matter what you’re going
through, it is going to get better.
Don’t be afraid to ask for help; there
is no reason you should feel like
you’re alone. Always try your best
even when you feel like you’re at
your worst, and most importantly,
believe in yourself,” she added.
Another huge regret following
students at South Albany High School
is not going to events or being sociable
with the cliques around school.
“I didn’t try my freshman and
sophomore year; I really regret
the grades I got. I also regret
not getting involved in any
activities,” senior Erin Koontz said.
Koontz also had a bit of insight
on what she thinks could lead to
less regrets and uncertainty in high
school, similar to Rinkin’s advice.
“Always be involved with the

things you love doing the most.
Whether it’s sports or art, always
stay social; it makes high school
just a little bit easier,” Koontz said.
Not being social enough seems to
be a recurring regret associated with
the seniors at SAHS; among these is
senior Jesse Stryker who reflects on his
regrets as he nears the graduation date.
“I regret being antisocial my
freshman and sophomore year; I wish
I talked to people instead of being
mean and ignoring them. Just open up
and try to talk to people because the
worst thing that can happen is they
tell you to go away,” said Stryker.
High school is where regrets and
learning play hand-in-hand with each
other; without regrets, high school
experiences would not be the same.
High school is the training grounds to
better a person; along with that will
come mishaps and accidents, but it
is always a learning experience with
some type of knowledge to be gained.

Photo courtesy of Riley D. Duncan.
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Esmeralda Hernandez’s photo depicted above is an example of
a senior picture taken by Olivia Dixon.
SAVANNAH PALMER

What is most likely a photographer’s
busiest time of year is when students
line up for their senior portraits to be
taken. Students use professionals,
fellow students, and even friends
and/or family members to take
these photos in order to leave their
last mark at their high school.
South Albany High School senior
Olivia Dixon experimented with
taking some portrait photos of a
friend, junior Victoria Vargas, when
she realized she had an interest in
portraits. Dixon snaps about 200
photos per session and charges
$50.00 for her best 50 photos.
“I’ve been doing photography for
about a year. It started with nature
and landscapes, then I decided to
try my luck at portraits and they
turned out pretty well. I’ve done
four senior portrait sessions so far,
all seniors from South: Jose Gomez,
Esmeralda
Hernandez,
Selena
Mendoza, and Jose Herrera. I still
need practice, but I can offer some
high quality pictures,” stated Dixon.
Jose Gomez, senior, used his
best friend, who happened to
be Dixon, as his senior portrait
photographer. Instead of payment,
the friends went out to dinner
together at the Chinese Buffet.
“The sessions [with Olivia] went
great. I loved having them taken
by my best friend. I love my senior
pictures. If I could do them again,
I would definitely go to Olivia.
She’s great, fun to work with, and
very outgoing,” added Gomez.
Senior Avery Raymond brought
her friend, senior Esmeralda
Hernandez, along to her photoshoot.
It cost about $90.00; Raymond’s
photoshoot lasted about two hours
and she received sixty photos.
“We had a lot of fun! It was fun to
find different places to take pictures
and switching outfits. Christina
Mason was my photographer. She
also took Esmeralda’s photos.
We took my pictures right before
sunset, so the lighting was perfect.
[Christina] would send me preview
pictures while she was editing all
of them, so every time I got a new
photo, it made me more excited. I
love all of my photos; they turned

out wonderful,” stated Raymond.
Mikayla Calvery, senior, had her
sister, Nicole Calvery, take her senior
photos. Her session lasted about an
hour and cost about $20.00. Calvery’s
sister also took senior photos for
Haylee Malloy; in addition, she took
prom photos for her younger sister’s
friends: seniors Dustin Brillon,
Carmen Pack, Makenzie John,
Shyanne Powell, and Fermin Simon.
“[My sister] Nicole owns a
photography business called Nickel
Mustang Photography. The session
was great because I love spending
time with my sister, of course! I was
anxiously waiting to see how well
they turned out, but I love my pictures;
I think they turned out perfectly!”
Many students choose to go with
a professional photographer. A
well-known senior photographer
at SAHS is Emily Hall of Emily
Hall Photography. Hall has been a
photographer since 2009. She takes
around ten SAHS student’s photos
per year. Her senior sessions range
from $135.00 to $375.00, with many
different packages to choose from.
“I love taking senior portraits!
Coming up with creative ways to show
people’s interests and personalities
in senior portraits is a fun challenge
for me. I think everyone should have
a beautiful portrait of themselves,
and I am always honored to be a
part of that experience,” stated Hall.
Students and photographers have
a few rules to follow when taking
and submitting their senior photos,
like no selfies or screenshots, the
SAHS dress code guidelines apply,
no face coverage, colored photos
are preferred, and if scanning a
hard copy, a matte finish of the
photo is crucial for a clear scan.
SAHS also has many other senior
yearbook photo opportunities like Ads
for Grads where families can reserve
spots in the yearbook for a collage
of past and recent photos; including
a note to their senior, or Throwback
photos are always encouraged.
For the last eight years, there has
been a page in SAHS yearbook
dedicated just for throwbacks.
Overall, it seems that taking senior
portraits is a wonderful opportunity
for students and photographers
to branch out and capture those
important,
lively
moments.



An example of a senior class on “Senior Skip Day”
ELISABETH CHILCOTE

It is a typical school day during
the month of May; the senior
hall is suddenly barren and the
attendance population is low. The
cause? Senior skip day, also known
as ditch day or cut day. This is a
tradition where all the high school
seniors in America skip class.
Senior Jordan Girard says, “We
all [the seniors] decided it should be
closer to finals.” For some seniors,
this day is widely loved. “I think
it is one of the finest stamps we
leave before we leave the school.”
Typically on senior skip day, all of
the seniors plan an event or place to
go together. For the past couple of
years, going to the coast is common.
“Most of us go. Some of us do our own
thing on senior skip day, but we try to
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High School Regrets

NOAH WHITE

High school regrets: who does
not have them? Since being a high
schooler takes a little bit of living on
the edge, it may lead to some lessons
learned. On the flip side, there is still
also a lot of experiences to be had
over the course of the four years, so it
is easy to regret the time spent there;
the phrase “high school is over before
you know it” is the sage advice given
to incoming freshmen, but it is true.
The feeling of the time flying by
brings nostalgia, and with that feeling
of nostalgia brings the feeling of
regret. Questions such as “what
could have been done to make it
better?” are asked. “How could the
four years there have been used to an
advantage?” Senior Maddy Rinkin
has had her fair share in challenges
as a teen nearing adulthood.
“I regret probably trying to keep
friends around even though I know
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Final Touches








SAVANNAH PALMER

Senior enrollment? Check. Senior
photos? Check. College application
replies? Check. Graduation gown and
cap order placed? Check. Nearing the
end of the school year? Check. All
that is left to do is for South Albany
High School students to finish up their
senior essays before they graduate.
The senior essay is meant to meet the
requirement for “Career or College
Readiness.” It is a state requirement
for high schools. Just like Essential
Skills in Math, Reading and Writing,
high schools have to provide evidence
that they have provided students
with the opportunities and skills
to be ready for the next step in life.
Students were given a few topics to
base their essays on. The experience
students chose to write about has to
be signed off by an adult they worked
for or helped out before turning in
their essay to their PRIDE teacher
who is in charge of gathering up all
the components of the Career and
College Readiness-related tasks.
One of SAHS’s counselors, Jill
Baker, shared, “The senior essay has
students write about an experience

(or multiple experiences) that
has taught them about teamwork,
communication,
etc.
Many
students use their paid jobs as the
example of how they have learned
those things. But other students
talk about being a part of sports
teams, or internships, leadership
class or even clubs on campus.”
“Districts and schools are
given options of how to meet
the requirements from big senior
projects that are presented to a panel
to yearly activities, such as our
career days/job fair/RUR (RampUp to Readiness) and a shorter final
paper. The paper is a minimum
requirement,” stated Julie FosterTeeter, one of SAHS’s vice principals.
“My topics were very broad,”
said senior Colton Dickinson, then
continued with, “there were all
kinds of things to talk about, such
as favorite classes and team building
experiences [that] I had the pleasure
of being a part of over the years.”
Karli Read, senior, said,
“They gave us four to five little
prompts to write about; things

Seniors
like teamwork, communication,
problem-solving,
foundations
of a career, and stuff like that.”
Dickinson wrote about the experience
he gained from South Albany High
School’s automotive classes, some
from
Linn-Benton
Community
College, and how the knowledge
will benefit him in the future.
“There were so many wonderful
people [to write about] from over
the years, such as Mr. Chandler
and Mr. Reinhart, who never
stopped
encouraging
me
to
always stay on top of my work.”
Read decided to write about her
work experience at McDonald’s.
“I wrote about how it basically
taught me how to think quickly,
problem-solve, and communicate.
You can’t yell at a customer no
matter how verbally abusive they
may be. Plus, McDonald’s is a
very
high-paced,
fast-working

SAMANTHA CHAVARRIA

The graduating class of 2017 has a
little less than a week left of school.
After four years of pop quizzes,
tests, piles of homework and school
lunches, the seniors are ready to
get out of school whiles others are
begging to stay. This chapter of
the teen years is coming to an end
and a gateway to adulthood is now
opening up (which is equally as
terrifying as it is inevitable). After
all, not having Mom or Dad schedule
upcoming doctor’s appointments has
to be the scariest part of growing up.
For senior Kassydee Soto, her first
tip on surviving the roller coaster
called high school is to not give up.
“Don’t give up your freshman year.
I would say that’s one of the biggest
things to follow because I know a
lot of people that just give in. For
example, getting a lot of homework
can cause you to think that you can’t
handle it, but it’s important to push
through everything,” Soto says.
As a freshman, students remember
the lectures teachers and Ignite
members gave on orientation day.
“Do not procrastinate” was the
biggest rule to follow, yet very
few students kept this in mind. An
unmotivated person has it ten times
harder with actually caring about the
next four years. Procrastination is
another obstacle students face, and
more than often have trouble beating.

environment, so it really teaches
you how to effectively multi-task.”
“I wrote about a camp that I worked
at, and about my responsibilities,
and my skills of working with
children. I really enjoyed the kids,
their curiousness, and the fact that
they like to question everything you
do,” shared senior Kassydee Soto.
Some students stressed over writing
their essay, some procrastinated, and
some actually enjoyed the opportunity.
“We were given a crazy long amount
of time to write this small, 300 word
essay. They told us if we finished, we
would get out of Pride, so that was
really a big thing for a lot of people.
I started it the day it was due. It was
really easy, though; my essay was
about 700 words. It wasn’t exactly
dreadful; it was really easy. They just
gave you the four to five things that
had to be included, so all you really
had to write was the introduction

and the conclusion. I did kind of
enjoy it, but I’ve never hated writing
essays. I’m not a big fan of the essay;
I really just don’t see the point to it.
I could imagine it would be really
hard for people who don’t work or
have extracurricular,” stated Read.
“[Writing my essay] wasn’t
dreadful at all, actually. I wrote it
and typed it over a period of three
weeks without worrying about
it too much,” added Dickinson.
“I didn’t want to write [the essay]
at all, but I wrote it in about a month.
Some advice I’d give is to not put off
the essay until the last minute because
it is too easy to do,” stated Soto.
“I appreciate the flexibility of our
system, especially being able to use
the RUR curriculum and yearly career
days. I taught in a district that had
a big senior project, and it is a great
undertaking, but also very influential
for the students,” said Foster-Teeter.

A Turning Leaf Home Medical
315 Mission St SE,
Suite 100
Salem, OR 97302
Phone: 503-689-1597

Senior Declassified
School Survival Guide
Soto adds, “During freshman,
sophomore, [and] junior year, take
hard classes [and] get the extra
credit. I never had open [period]
until this year, so I would say save
your opens for senior year because
you can take more classes, get
more credits, and that alone will
open you up to more colleges.”
She also adds how important it is to
keep a goal in mind about being able to
finish the dreadful homework, even if
falling into the pit of random YouTube
videos sounds more interesting.
“Do your homework, and by do
your homework I mean don’t just
get your homework and leave it in
your backpack. Turn your finished
assignments into the teacher because
I know I had a bad habit of just setting
my homework in my backpack, and it
wouldn’t get turned in,” Soto explains.
Another senior, Caleb Hernandez,
takes a different approach on what
to advise for a senior survival guide.
“School is really simple. You just
have to show up and do your work.
Don’t skip your classes; it can be
really tempting, but trust me, it’s
better to be in class working. That
way, by the time you are a senior,
you don’t really have to worry
about much,” Hernandez says.
“If I could go back, I’d really push
myself to actually do my work. I had
a habit of telling myself, ‘I’ll do it
later,’ and now I wish I would’ve just
done it in the first place,” he adds.
High school is the time students
may or may not find themselves.
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They can make rash decisions
affecting who they want to be around
or important life choices that will
benefit them in the long run. The
point is everyone is at different places
in their life. Some teens choose to
hold jobs, some teens work to get the
4.0 GPA, some teens strive to be the
next all-star athlete, and others do
not really know what to expect next.
Change is going to happen whether
that is an alternate sense of style or
a change in the future desired career.
“High school was interesting for
me. It’s been a real roller coaster ride,
honestly. My freshman year I had
a lot of fun, but that came with not
being able to focus on actual work
much. Then sophomore year, things
took a turn and I was more than often
enough always with me, by myself.
Junior year I ended making more
friends, which now leads me to have
a balance between my work and
my friendships,” Hernandez states,
Soto adds, “During freshman year,
I would sit in the library by myself
and read a book, and I continued that
way until sophomore year. That’s all
I would do. I didn’t really have very
many friends. I was kind of reclusive.
So I’d say [to anyone reading this]
to get out there and make more
friends. Be friends with as many
people as you can, and don’t feel like
you need to stay in just one clique.
If you’re into music, hang out with
the musicians at our school, hang
out with the jocks, hang out with
everybody. Be open to everyone.”

Pregnant?

We can help.
867 NW 23rd St, Corvallis 541.758.3662
1800 16th Ave SE, Albany 541.924.01690
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A True Rebel Superhero: Senior of the Issue:
Jennifer Hayden
Thomas Witney

Attention SAHS Students:

Be sure to buy your
2016-2017 yearbook! There are
a limited amount of books left to
purchase. The price is $65; buy
yours
before it is too late!

Along with many other schools,
South Albany High School is filled
with many bright students. South
Albany High School’s administrators
do their best to acknowledge
each and every shining student,
but in the class of 2017, one
student really caught their eyes.
Timid and charming,
senior Thomas Witney seems
inadvertently too cool for school.
As far as band, Witney has
reportedly been playing instruments
for eight years; two instruments of
which he has played throughout
his senior year in concert band:
the French horn and the trumpet.
“I have been in band and playing
trumpet for six years, this being
my seventh, and took piano for
two years before that. I’ve played
instruments for about eight years.
Playing trumpet allows me to know
how to play many variations of
the instrument, including cornet,
flugelhorn, baritone, and tuba. [This]
makes it easy to learn other brass
instruments. But [mainly], I play just
trumpet, although I played French
horn most of first semester this year
during concert band,” said Witney.
Jeff Foxworthy, an American
comedian, once stated, “Find
something in life that you love
doing. If you make a lot of money,
that’s a bonus, and if you don’t,
you still won’t hate going to work,”
Witney wants to put this quote
into action within his near future.
“I’ve now played in all the bands
South offers: that is concert band,
wind ensemble, and jazz band.
I’ve played duets with either my
dad or brother who play viola and
trombone, respectively. I want to join
a community band; I hope to do so
later in life to have a purpose to keep
up with my playing,” shared Witney.
“Thomas has really come into
his own this year on trumpet. His
tone, technique, and style have all
improved a great deal. He is an
integral member of the bands because

of his musical skill, loving and goodhearted nature, and collaborative
leadership style. I have really
enjoyed working with Thomas these
past many years and look forward
to seeing what exciting things he is
going to do in the future,” shared
Isaac Andrew, SAHS’s bands director.
Senior year in general has Witney
reminiscing on his past years at SAHS.
Witney earned the title of Prom
King this year. But, being his usual
humble self, Witney has a hard
time accepting his dazzling fate.
Witney stated that he, “felt there were
many more people who have done
more for the school,” and “I shouldn’t
be given too much credit for winning
this sort of popularity contest, so
I try to not let this get to my head.”
“This senior year has been going
well. It’s been very hard; especially
these past few weeks, [they have
been] much more busy. I can hardly
fit anything into my full schedule,
but it is soon to be over! I think I
have grown more this year than any
other year. I have been so lucky to
have friendly peers everywhere I
go from cross country, band, and
to just passing people in the halls.
Most of all, it’s going so fast, which
means the future is coming fast.
“Some advice for seniors next year:
kick it to the finish [and] the end is
near, so finish the race hard. You’ll
hear it everywhere: get college
applications done early and do
scholarships. It is so worth it; you’ll
thank yourself later. Scholarships, if
done right, can earn you as much as,
or even more than, working a job for
college, and in less time too if you
get the early ones. Save any and all
essays written for scholarships; they
can be reused. But to have the best
year, go out every now and then [such
as doing] a school activity. Most of
all, carry a smile with you, look for
the good in the world, and treat others
kindly. Cliché, I know, but true; the
whole atmosphere is better when
there’s a cheerful person around.”

'


'

to be a runner; I shoved my phone in
his face. I said, ‘Here, you probably
live here, tell the paramedics
where we are!” revealed Hayden.
Due to being in the rushed
situation Hayden went up to the
man and waited for the paramedics
to arrive to their location.
“I was told to wait with the man,
so that I could flag the paramedics.
I asked him ‘Can I stand here with
you?’ and he said it was okay, I
noticed he was looking off into
the distance as he was sobbing. I
told him everything was going to
be okay, and he responded with
‘You Promise?’” Hayden stated.
“I was left shaking when the
paramedics arrived, they wrapped
him in a blanket and took him away
in an ambulance,” continued Hayden.
Given the turn of events, it was a
miracle that Hayden had been in
Chicago the day that she was. “I do
think it was a miracle; I was there and
got that feeling that something wasn’t
right. I was afraid, at first, perhaps
my gut feeling was wrong and he
was completely okay. I could’ve
been seen as a complete dork with a

SAVANNAH PALMER
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BRENDA LOPEZ

crazy assumption, but what if
I was right? At the moment I
decided that it was worth more
to me to say something and
maybe be a little embarrassed
had I been wrong [rather than
to] have someone’s death
on my hands. I don’t care
about being embarrassed
if it means I am able to
help someone get through
a tough time” Hayden said.
Going through such a hectic
unpredictable situation, one
is left wondering how this
impacted Hayden. “This
experience definitely made
me more observant, knowing
that someone close to me
could be at a point in their life
where they see no reason to
go on; these type of situation
aren’t as uncommon as one
would think. It’s made me
see that opportunities could
change
someone’s
life;
[they] happen everyday and
one just has to look for them. You
can’t change someone’s mindset,
you can’t change what someone
is set on doing, but you can help
them through it,” Hayden stated.
Although, Hayden’s courageous
actions did not go unnoticed, local
news network KEZI did an entire news
story on Hayden that aired on live TV.
“My counselor Jill Baker asked if
was okay if people knew about the
story; I said ‘yes’ because I want
people to know about this miracle. I
think it’s a great topic to bring up to
the community about how to deal with
the threats of suicide and the dangers
of it. Baker sent it off to a multitude of
people and then later that day during
third period she told me that KEZI
News was coming to interview me
about what happened,” Hayden said.
“I was trying to think about how I
could make this the most impactful;
the publicity... spreads news of
hope and information on what one
should do in that type of situation
to a lot more people. I think that’s
really helpful because the more
people who understand what suicide
looks like and what people need in
those moments, the more people
can be saved,” concluded Hayden.

'

From day to day one walks
around, goes about their
business and does not think
much about anything. No one
goes around wondering if the
person next to them, waiting
to cross the street is okay
or if they are in a healthy
state of mind. One refrains
from being courageous and
asking ‘Hey, are you doing
okay?’ in fear of being
seen as a stranger trying to
invade another’s business.
Jennifer Hayden, senior, on
the other hand, did not care
to be seen as a stranger trying
to invade in one’s space.
When visiting a former
SAHS student Stephanie
Dilbone in Indiana, Hayden
was excited to see all
touristy parts of Indiana.
“I’ve never been to Indiana
and I was really excited to
see it all. Me, Stephanie
and her friend, Delphin,
all took a train to go to Chicago;
I’ve never seen the great lakes or
the big bean,” she commented.
However,
Hayden
noticed
something
unusual.
“When I was at the big bean I was
amazed by the scenery, at the lake
there a dock and I saw man staring
blankly into the water, he then dunked
his head into the water and gasped for
air and that’s when I knew something
wasn’t right,” explained Hayden.
Having just observed the man
struggling, Hayden could not
bring it upon herself to leave the
scene until she knew the man
would be okay and in safe care.
“I walked up to him and asked if
he was okay. He said he was ‘fine’
and that I didn’t have anything to
worry about. That response didn’t
put me at ease, so I called 911,”
continued Hayden who made the
right decision to stick around for an
unexpected turn of events took place.
“Before I knew it, he full on jumped
into the cold water. I attempted to
help describe the situation the best I
could to the paramedics, but I didn’t
know where I was. I’ve never been to
Indiana, so I quickly looked for the
closest local person, which happened
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Happy Trails, Staff!

The Sentry wishes Jennifer Hagen, Karen Kennedy, and Joyce Stringer
the best as they begin their retirement and thank them for their work at
South Albany High School. Not pictured: Hagen and Stringer.

ELISABETH CHILCOTE

South Albany High School is widely
described as a family and home, but
for the staff members who have spent
most of their careers here, SAHS
holds a special place in their hearts.
As time goes by, retiring from SAHS
can be bittersweet; this upcoming
year, Jennifer Hagen of support staff,
Karen Kennedy of front office, and
OdysseyWare teacher Joyce Stringer
will be retiring from the Greater
Albany Public Schools district.
Karen Kennedy has been part
of SAHS for 24 years and will be
retiring alongside her husband.
“We will have time now to spend with
each other and with our family, which
includes two amazing grandchildren.”
Leaving can always be difficult,
but for Kennedy, the friendships
are what she will miss the most.
“South has been my extended

family for all these years and I
have grown attached to so many
staff members,” added Kennedy.
Kennedy advises to live life to the
fullest and stated that she will always
be a part of the SAHS community;
Kennedy also shares her love for
the school with her family as well.
“South Albany has been my ‘home’
for my entire family. Both my sons,
Patrick and Tyler, are SAHS grads;
they, along with my husband Harry,
are involved both with SAHS as
well as in the district. We will always be a part of this community
and believe strongly that once you're
a Rebel, you're always a Rebel!”
Along with Kennedy, Joyce Stringer will be retiring, but only from
teaching at South. Stringer commented, “I own a real estate business that I will continue working in.”
Not only does Stringer teach,
but also coaches volleyball for
Philomath High School; continuing
to coach, she is unsure whether she
will coach high school or club level.

“I am also going to take the opportunity to learn new skills and
continue learning,” says Stringer.
Stringer has spent 36 years off
and on in education; she been at
SAHS for 11 years, and with her
experience, she gives reliable advice for teachers and students.
For teachers, Stringer said to
always be passionate about the
subject matter you are teaching.
“Always be true to yourself and do the right thing.”
According to Stringer, having relationships with students are always
important, as long as it is appropriate, and advise for one to find
the right life balance for theirself.
“It is okay to take time for yourself and your family. Your family has to come before your students/work. The expectations for
teaching can be overwhelming.
Stay healthy,” she commented.
Stringer’s advice towards students is to never settle for less.
“Make sure you are receiving
the education you need to be successful in life or be successful at
the next level. It is ultimately up
to you to determine what skills/
knowledge you walk away with.”
Along with the teachers, Stringer
tells students to find their passion,
make sure it is part of their life, and
to always being true to themselves.
“Don't be afraid of failure; it is a
part of the life experience and requires you to go outside of your
comfort zone which will lead to
more confidence and make you
mentally stronger,” Stringer stated.
As life goes on and things come and
go, there are always upsides. Leaving
a job and a place that hold so much familiarity can be hard, but life always
has new beginnings and the memories that come along will always stay.

Dancing On: Gabrielle Morgan

EVELYN HERSHA

High school is a time to be unique;
a time to find out what people will
become and where they will go.
People will take up their aspirations
and goals in high school. They will
pick up on hobbies and interests they
may continue for the remainder of
their lives. Art, horticulture, band,
football, baseball, science, math,
and in the case of senior Gabrielle
Morgan, dance, is what strikes
her heart and peaks her interest.
From the age of two years old,
Morgan has been swept away by
the moves of dance. It all started
with a simple application form.
“My mom signed me up; I
fell in love with it and haven’t
stopped since,” said Morgan.
There is a special kind of art to

dance that even onlookers can fall
in love with, so it is no surprise
she got into it at such young age.
“When I am dancing is when I
am truly happy; it’s like you are an
actor on the dance floor and you can
be whoever you want when you are
dancing. Dancing is an escape from
the drama of reality,” stated Morgan.
Her enjoyment of dance is not
only shown in her own personal
feelings towards it, but also in the
skill that she has created through
hours of practice. Senior Jennifer
Hayden has been in dance with
Morgan since their freshman year.
Hayden reflected on their years
together and said, “It was a nobrainer that she would be put on
varsity [her freshman year] because
her technique is just phenomenal.”
Skill and appreciations are great,
but they do not come easy. Morgan
said the she put in about 25 hours
a week towards dance, which is
about three and a half hours a day
including weekends. All of her
work did not only give Morgan a
place on the varsity team, but she
earned the Miss Thunderbird award
which is a title given to the seniors
at the Thunderbird Dance Camp;
on their last day, the instructors
pick dancers who have the upbeat
attitude and talent that they desire
in a dancer. Morgan won this award
in her final year of camp, which she
addresses as her biggest achievement
in dance. Not only did she earn
personal achievements for herself,
but Morgan has also contributed
to the past four years of first place
state
championship
trophies.
For Morgan, the rewards she
focuses on most are the relationships

she has built over the years.
“Dance has given me my best
friends; I came into high school
and was already set with the best
friends I could ask for,” said Morgan.
Not only did dance bring
her
achievements
and
lasting
relationships,
but
it
shaped
her
personality.
Hayden said, “She’s very bubbly and
I like that about her. She has been a
captain on the dance team for the past
two years and she has really developed
her leadership skills through that.”
Not only did she show skill on
the dance floor, but also in the
classroom. AP English teacher
Katie Gisler said, “She is very
conscientious, very organized, [and]
she always asks questions. She’s
more than attentive; she wants to
understand what we are doing.”
Dancing is not the only contributing
factor to Morgan’s success, but she
did say, “Dancing has made me
stronger and [a] more confident
person. My confidence has always
been low, but dancing has built my
self esteem up. It has also given me
great work ethic and perseverance.”
The work she has put into dance
is reflected on her daily life
and her work in the classroom.
Yet not everything good lasts forever.
Morgan is a senior; she will be leaving
the Southern Belles in June, and she
will be attending Grand Canyon
University in Phoenix, Arizona.
However, she will not be leaving
the love of her life any time soon.
“I will be minoring in dance next
year while I major in nursing. I
also plan on continuing to dance on
the side with my career in any way
possible. I will never give it up!”
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Set for the
Future

MEGAN MILLER

When it comes to extracurriculars in high
school, some people partake in them to
help pass the time. Others will continue a
family tradition of being a part of the activity. For Megan Miller, senior, volleyball is
something that has been very significant to
her during her high school career. She will
be studying criminal jusstice and hopes to
later transfer to Western Oregon University
while continuing to play volleyball there.
Q: When did you start playing volleyball?
A: I started playing volleyball in sixth
grade at the Boys and Girls Club. My
mom played volleyball, so I tried it out.
Q: Who inspires you when you play?
A: [My teammates and my coach] push
me to my limit so I can grow as a player
and a person. It’s not just about volleyball; it’s about growing.
Q: How did you learn about your
scholarship offer?
A: I was at a tournament and [representatives from Lower Columbia College
in Longview, Washington] saw me.
They recruited me, but I was going to
go to school in Idaho. When that didn’t
work out, I signed with them.
Q: How did you feel about receiving
the scholarship?
A: I was super excited, but still kind
of set on going to the school in Idaho.
I’m kind of relieved that I don’t have to
worry about where I’m going to play.

Seniors Speak Out
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What was your best high school memory?
“Starting my own organization,
Spead the Love.”
- Riley Swanson, 12.

“Representing South Albany
High School at Oregon State
studying the Cinnabar Moth
under Dr. Peter McEvo”
- Riley Duncan, 12.
“Freshamn year, we had to do
a group movie in Sell’s class.
Mine was so funny that Sell
showed all his classes.”

“Getting down on the dance
floor.”
- Jade Floyd, 12.

- Jordan Richards, 12.

“Meeting new people through
the vollyball team and creating
friendships with them that will
last a lifetime.”

“Winning second place at the
University of Oregon debate
tournament for my speech on
cat meat.”

- Tahnisha Manibusan, 12.

- Cameron Bumgardener, 12.

Q&A With The Class of 2017 Salutatorians

ALANA JIMENEZ

BRYCE BURTON

EMMA CLARE

Q. Was it always a plan to become one of the top in
your class?
A. It was not really a plan. People would ask who
would be the top in the class and we knew it was
pretty much going to be Rachel [DyVyldere].
Q. How did you balance school, activities, and
social life?
A. It was challenging, balancing homework and my
activities and also spending time with my boyfriend.
This year was the hardest.
Q. What was the hardest class you took? Why?
A. Probably the hardest class I took was Physics. It
was a learning challenge and it goes by so fast. It
was the closest A I had to a B.
Q. How did it feel when you realized you became
salutatorian?
A. I already knew, since they brought me and the
other salutatorians and told us. My reaction during
the assembly was still pretty real, and the same one I
had when they told me.
Q. What advice do you have for aspiring students
who want to be in the top od their class?
A. If you focus too much on getting to the top of the
class and taking classes you won’t enjoy, then your
high school career won’t be such of a nice experience. Take the classes you enjoy, work hard and
don’t stress as hard.
Q. What college will you be attending? What major/minor will you study?
A. I will be attending Boston University in Boston
Massachusetts. I will study Spanish and Linguistics
as a placeholder and change my major if needed.

Q. Was it always a plan to become one of the top in
your class?
A. It was actually never part of my plan to be part of
the top of the students in my class.
Q. How did you balance school, activites, and social
life?
A. It was very hard to balance everything in my life.
Multiple sports, leadership, church, family, and service responsibilities took up most of my life. Everything had its place in my life, and I had to prioritize
what I did when. Free time, games and time spent
with friends sometimes had to be put on hold while I
finished everything else I had too.
Q. How did it feel when you realized you became
salutatorian?
A. It felt good to know I was salutatorian, but it
wasn’t that big of a surprise. I worked hard in everything I did, and it was kinda just a little bonus for
already doing my best
Q. What advice do you have for inspiring students
who want to be in the top od their class?
A. All I can say to people who want to be top of
their class is to work hard in all aspects of your life.
Sometimes you have to sacrifice things you want in
order to go farther and achieve more, but don’t let it
consume you. There is always time for everything.
Don’t procrastinate, and prioritize your time.
Q. What college will you be attending? What major/minor will you study?
A. I will be attending BYU-Idaho and I will be
pursuing a degree in mechanical engineering before
entering a program for aerospace engineering

Q. Was it always a plan to become one of the top in
your class?
A. Ever since I was a freshman it has been my plan
to be the top of my class. Although my dream was
to be the valedictorian, Rachel [DyVyldere] is well
deserving.
Q. How did you balance school, activites, and social
life?
A. School overtook my life. All I did was study, and
study, and study. I also have a full time job where
I work 40 hours a week and so my day to day life
consisted of working, studying, eating, and possibly
sleeping.
Q. What was the hardest class you took? Why?
A. The hardest class I took was AP Biology because
I was a sophomore and I was not mentally prepared
for that type of advanced learning and it was a lot to
do.
Q. How did it feel when you realized you became
salutatorian?
A. When I realized I was salutatorian I felt really
good. All my dedication and dreams since being a
freshman came true
Q. What advice do you have for inspiring students
who want to be in the top od their class?
A. My advice for those students would be push
through the pain. I don’t think I’m very smart, but I
know I’m dedicated and that’s how I made it.
Q. What college will you be attending? What major/minor will you study?
A. I will be attending University of Oregon and majoring in Biochemistry.
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Congratulations, Class of 2017!
You made it!
Thank you for a great year, best of
luck in your future endeavors, and
stay safe out there!

- The Sentry staff
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Connor Snow  whose zodiac sign is Leo like  Christopher James  who is best friends with  Bryce Burton  who has AP English first period with  Kortney Lyman 
who sleeps in her free time like  Kylie Woods  who went to Periwinkle Elementary School with  Yazmin Ibarra Serrano  who has 2 brothers like  Joseph Lynch  who
likes tattoos like  Kassydee Soto  who listed art as a favorite class like  Zoey Souders  who plans on going to beauty school like  Madison Davidson  whose favorite
teacher is Mehlhoff like  Riley Skelton  who had Fashion and Sewing like  Alison Giminez  whose favorite color is green like  Christian Perez Reyes  whose favorite
book is “Catcher in the Rye” like  Carla Sanchez  who can often be found using Snapchat like  Samantha Axall  who watches Netflix in her spare time like  Hannah Barber
 who is a cheerleader like  Paige Sadowsky  who will have gone to LBCC like  Austin Hundley  who plays video games like  Mackenzie John  who loves “Rick
and Morty” like  Joy Kobernik  who is dating  Andrew Brage  who likes Captain America like  Mady Hudgens-Landstrom  who is in choir like  Karmen Miles 
who has AP Statistics rover period like  Tayah Dennis  who wants to go into nursing like  McKensi Feuerstein  who listens to Drake like  Joshua Schliecher  whose
favorite season is winter like  Erin Lemmon  who has played a “Grand Theft Auto” game like  Jose Lucas Herrera  who is best friends with  Jose Gomez-Maciel  who
has created YouTube videos like  Julian Montoya  who went to Memorial Middle School like  Alex Ruiz-Nicolas  who is involved with M.E.Ch.A club like  Arianna
Gonzalez-Cas  who uses Twitter like  Zachary Leverich  who played football at SAHS like  Alex Sherrod  who is tall like  Tucker Shields  who has brown hair
like  Dustin Brillon  whose favorite beverage is water like  Michelle Lambert  who plans on attending Oregon State University like  Samantha Huff  whose zodiac sign
is Sagittarius like  Alexis Vega-Deleon  who listed Donaldson as a favorite teacher like  Tyler Johnson  who enjoys Marvel like  Sierra Snow  who is dating  Jamin Marshall  who has been in AVID like  Brittany Beck  who was a Sentry staff member like  Abigail Slanga  who did theatre like her best friend  Rachel Morgan 
who loves dogs like  Kara Sloan  who has an open period like  Spencer Arnold  who is an office aide like  Haylee Malloy  who currently has black hair like  Gabriella Birruete  who attended Calapooia Middle School like  Wyatt Flande  who was on the prom court like  Cristian Amador  who took AP classes like  Zack Gardner  who played water polo like  Michael Stevenson  who did theatre like  Janie Robertson  who was in Rebelation! like  Elijah Willis  who is a Duck fan like 
Auston Bishop  who had sophomore English with Farver like  Corianne Duncan  who has the same last name as  Riley Duncan  who will be speaking at graduation
like  Alana Jimenez  who is a salutatorian with  Emma Clare  who was recognized at the Spring Awards Assembly like  Nestor Aviles-Perez  who has German 4
like  Alex Darden  who is tall like  Cheyce Baum  who has red hair like  Emma Bartley  who is a cheerleader like  Jade Verdugo  who has the same first name
as  Jade Gabensky  who has taken Precalculus like  Mikayla Calvery  who is dating  Fermin Simon  who is planning on going to Oregon State University like  Ty
Garcia  whose favorite superhero is Batman like  Breena Walburn  who works in the food industry like  Ashley Skinner  who was on the Southern Belles dance team like
 MaKayla Sloan  who is blonde like  Daniel Breitmayer  whose favorite season is “winter and all of its frigidity” similar to  Janelle Smith  who is best friends with 
Siri Stacey  who has four siblings like  Dalton Howard  who has an open period sixth period like  Halyna Hubenya  who is related to  Oleg Hubenya  who took Weight
Training and Conditioning like  Christian Campbell  who played soccer like  Steven Castillo-Rios  who will miss not seeing his friends like  Olivia Dixon  whose zodiac
sign is a Libra like  Taylor Cramer  who went to Timber Ridge like  J.T. Blankenship  who enjoys eating chicken nuggets like  Noel Colin-Medina  who likes to dress
fancy on certain days like  Isabella Bangs  who travels a lot like  Riku Hietanoro  who is an exchange student like  Eva Deschamps  who is friends with  Taylor
Parker  who was in Leadership like  Riley Swanson  who has a tattoo like  Haylie Adams  who has a nose piercing like  Piper Pierce  who used to work at McDonald’s
with  Erin Koontz  who wears glasses like  Dylan Pickard  who has brown hair like  Brenden Powell  who has a BMW like  Rocio Miranda  who is close friends
with  Itzel Miranda  who enjoys makeup like  Maddy Rinkin  who has blue eyes like  Jimmy Ohling  who turned in a senior picture like  Cheyann Grissom  who
took AP English like  Hunter Names  who received a senior best like  Adam Schoenberger  who plays video games like  Cameron Bumgardner  who listed Sell as a favorite teacher like  Holly Hahn  whose favorite app is Wattpad like  Annabelle Brown  who has the same last name as  Charlene Brown  who went to South Shore Elementary School like  Sara Eldredge  who likes memes like  Arian Hanson  whose favorite restaurant is Sam City like  Davii Leach  who was on the Southern Belles dance
team like  Gabrielle Morgan  who took AP Calculus like  Jeffry Robbins  who is friends with  Araceli Mendoza  who likes cats like  Ryan Nafziger  who has taken
Speech and Debate like  Cade Perrizo  who has played football like  Tanner Hemzacek  who has facial hair like  Bryan Mendoza-Juarez  who has black hair like  Dennya Nunez-Rodriguez  who was on the prom court like  Journee Schlabach  who played basketball like  Rachel DeVyldere  who takes LBCC classes like  Adrian LuisMartinez  who works at Dairy Queen like  Rebekah George  who has taken Creative Writing like  Caleb Hernandez  who submitted work to The Sentry’s Creative Corner
like  Elizabeth Crawford  whose favorite season is autumn like  Madison Zemba  who has blonde hair like  Mitchell Broyles  who gave a big smile in his junior class
photo like  Hunter Bryant  whose first name is the same as the last name of  Mathew Hunter  who enjoys working with his hands like  Kevin Brooks  who wore a plaid
shirt in his senior picture like  Evan Harsen  who has the same initials as  Emma Hansen  who has piercings like  Tanner Torgeson  who sometimes wears a watch like 
Thomas Witney  who is in band like  Kambria Luckenbach  who is dating  Devon Dunham  who took German 4 like  Selena Mendoza  who is best friends with 
Marissa Swartz  who played water polo like  Aleysa Spitz  who will miss the people at SAHS like  Catie Wright  who is going into nursing like  Emily Carlson  who
was on the Southern Belles dance team like  Alyah Buttram  who took Chemistry with Marceau like  Vanessa Alvarado  who won a senior best like  Bodey Richmond 
who is friends with  Tyler Anderson  who is an athlete like  Chelsea Martenson  whose middle name starts with a “P” like  Juan Guerrero-Medina  who is friends with
Eric Nunez-Magana  who had Swearinger as a PRIDE teacher with  Maranda Nesbitt  who has long hair like  Ashley Smith  who had sophomore English with Farver like
 Jasmin Pulido  who worked in the Red Zone Cafe like  Arlethe Vasquez-Felix  who appears on the 12th Core page of the yearbook like  Robert Mendez  who went to a
middle school out of state like  Tyler Nofziger  who listed Neuschwander as a favorite teacher like  Rhyan Coats  who will miss the people at SAHS like  Nick Webb 
whose favorite color is red like  Ahmad Scott  who will be in Eugene for college like  Inna Demchuk  who has a lot of siblings like  Crystal Westbrook  who has been
on the SAHS cheer team like  Bailey Daniel  who took classes at LBCC like  Jennifer Hayden  who has a dog and a cat like  Kyle Henderson  who works at
Burgerville like  Cassidy Fulton  who had Economics during rover period like  Loriana May  who has moved houses like  Krysten Schmult  who went to prom like 
Darach Coy-Hails  who had Stovall as a PRIDE teacher with  Gavin Lund  who played football like  Harrison Rochelle  who was featured in the throwback section of the
yearbook like  Atticus James  who went to Calapooia Middle School like  Tyler Davis  who is a Leo like  Leonardo Garibay-Chavez  who took Weight Training and
Conditioning like  Gilbert Howell  whose favorite superhero is Batman like  Madison Trenary  who used to be on The Sentry staff like  James Rossiter  who is good at
cooking like  Genevieve Holman  who will miss a teacher like  Ricky Torres  who likes Mexican food like  Marcus Garcia-Ward  who likes basketball like  Nolberto
Gonzales  who had Tierney as a teacher with  Amber Tetu  who likes to draw like  Christian Schauf  who likes videogames like  Linzie Conant  who will be doing a
two-year program like  Nelson Solis-Ortiz  whose favorite season is fall like  Bri Wiser  who was in “Back to the 80s” like  Samantha Schmidt  who likes the arts like 
Jade Floyd  who went to Timber Ridge with  Brandon Hayes  who is best friends with  Isaac Duren  who works with his hands like  Justin Rowberry  whose favorite
restaurant is Red Robin like  Austin Wimer  who played baseball like  Garrett Daly  who has blue eyes like  Jacob Dwier  who has at least one tattoo like  Karli Read
 who has taken college English courses like  Katie Osuna  who is going to Oregon State University like  Trinity Perry  who helped with makeup in the SAHS Theatre Department like  Maria Mojica-Gonzalez  who is fashionable like  Paige Diller  who likes to read like  Avery Raymond  who is best friends with  Janel Munson  who
played volleyball like  Megan Miller  who is featured in the senior issue of The Sentry like  Jordan Girard  who took Economics during rover period like  Savannah Jimenez
 who knows how to handle emergency situations like  Shyanne Powell  who is learning to speak Spanish like  Jessica Robinson  who is a hard worker like  Isaac Plata
 who likes comedies like  Carson Mlsna  whose favorite animal is a panda like  Maria Sanchez-Bautista  who was in M.E.Ch.A. like  Rafael Lita-Torres  whose favorite superhero is Spiderman like  Karli Sellin  who likes Italian food like  Alivia Patton  whose major is undecided like  Lane Hersha  who enjoys Playstation like  Cyrus
Wells  who won a senior best like  Natyia Wade  who loves culinary arts like  Sami Martinez  who seeks out volunteer opportunities like  Tahnisha Manibusan  whose
favorite teacher is Hannigan like  Cade Muntz  who looks forward to the summer like  Kaya Thompson  who is a cadet-in-training like  Kyra McGlothan  who can be
found on Snapchat like  Ricky Kemery  who has a winter birthday like  Trinity Ridders  who loves animals like  Jacob Leggate  who likes the band Skillet like 
Madison Wiseman  who is dating  James Logan  who is athletic like  Matthew Roeser  who was in Yearbook for a year like  Kiabet Aleman-Peralta  who is artistic like
 Desiree Byerley  who attended prom like  Jasmine Adam  who currently has light-colored hair like  Uva Avila-Arroyo  who has a job like  Reese Morton  who has
pierced ears like  Samantha Miles  who is an AVID tutor like  Garrett Miller  who played a sport like  Jordan Richards  who has a similar-sounding name to  Wolfgang
Richardson  who shares a first name with a celebrity like  Bradley Mendiola  who wears glasses like  Nathaniel Ridders  who will graduate with his sibling  Trustion
Ridders  who has a unique spelling of their first name like  Kortnee Wakkuri  who admires people with tattoos like  Jade Willis  whose last name falls farther down an alphabetized list like  Natalie Zavala Hernandez  who will be going into the armed forces like  Richard Monize  who was on the wrestling team like  Karla Avila  who
appreciates the arts like  Orion Tillitt  who had Farver as a teacher like  Colton Dickinson  who has read “To Kill a Mockingbird” like  Holland Hodges  who has incredible manners like  Daniel Grell  who has the same last name as  Drake Grell  who has the same first name as a famous recording artist like  Airianna Guadagnoli  who is
fashionable like  Esmeralda Hernandez  who uses Instagram like  Kaylana Faulkner  who went to Calapooia Middle School with  Kierionna Flowers  who has been involved in the theatre program like  Jacob Sanders  who has the same initials as  Jesus Salazar-Garcia  who is dating  Amber Goulett  who took a shop class like  Nelson
Needham  who checked out a textbook like  Shaylyn Snyder  who studies hard like  Prangnapa Chinpinyokul  who is talented in the arts like  Keith Archer  who currently has light-colored hair like  Elizabeth Stipp  who has the same first name as  Elizabeth Hernandez-Roman  who is friends with  Angela Gonzalez  who likes to
help others like  Cortny Porter  who took Precalculus like  Yeimi Lopez Leon  who took a language class like  Justice Krider  who played a sport like  Kaitlyn Myers
 who is super sweet like  Carson Denley  who could have been a candidate for “Best Eyes” like  Jake Dittmer  who had Koberstein for an English teacher like  Allexus
Dolan  who has blonde hair in her senior photo like  Jena Hadlock  who strives to do well in class like  Jhonatan Romero  who wore a blue shirt in his senior picture like 
Brayden Lilly  who enjoys preparing meals like  Virginia Mitchell  who took Writing 121 like  Nathan McCormick  who wrote a CRLS essay like  Diego Gonzalez 
who attended PRIDE like  Manuel Duran-Huerta  who went to Calapooia Middle School with  Jaysun Gutierrez  who had Leahy as a teacher like  O’Ryon Bass  who
wears glasses like  Joshua Robinson  who took a Drawing class like  Kyree Vergara  whose counselor is Smith like  Kenneth Volkers  who takes advanced classes like 
Jordan Campbell  who took Weight Training and Conditioning like  Rodion Chaplygin  who has worn a PRIDE shirt like  Selene Lopez  who was in M.E.Ch.A. like 
Rodolfo Perez  who had a class period as an aide like  Auston Stout  who spells their first name in a unique way like  Yasmeen Gonzalez  who is fashionable like  Riley
Jimenez  who has dyed her hair like  Courtney Legore  who is athletic like  Jonathan Batres  who took Economics like  Matthew Solomon  who will miss working out
at SAHS like  Chris Paulhamus  who moved to Albany like  Gabriela Ramirez Mendoza  who had Vásquez as a teacher like  Alfonso Orozco-Valencia  who had Baker
as a counselor like  Carmen Pack  who went to a middle school in the Greater Albany Public Schools district like  Jordan Dreher  who likes music like  Aaliyah Fillmore 
who has long hair like  Skyler Pattison  who took Fashion and Sewing like  Analy Ramirez Alvarado  who knows how to handle an emergency situation like  Carlos Gonzalez  who wrote a senior essay like  Daniel Castillo-Torres  who has the same name as  Daniel Perez  who will toss their graduation tassel on June 13th like  Riley Cole
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